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The sun goes down and our dreamer begins her voyage into the night...

La Traviata

A realm of fairy-tale fantasy and alter-egos. The story takes place at a masquerade ball, featuring seven suitresses in a dire attempt to win over the Dark Prince. 4D represents this ethereal and airy, yet fun and upbeat. Sheers with flirty designs and cute graphics create a feeling that is ethereal and airy, yet fun and upbeat. Enter the fashion world of your dreams. Cool colored suits with flirty designs and cute graphics create a feeling that is ethereal and airy, yet fun and upbeat.

Lunar Gala is funded in part by your student activities fee. Dustin Belo and your student activities fee.
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Entertainers

DYVE PAC

*Elain Cheng
Chris Chyu
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Paul Cheong
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*Carmine Choe
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Gary Chan
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* choreographers

POPREAL

*The Brown Hornet
Mike Kuo
Adam Torres
Sunny Williams
Sang Wook Lee
San Byron

BREAKERS
*Khalid Small
*Rooz Dana
Eugene Tee
Warren Thompson
Albert Lin
*Nicole West

DJ: Supa Seed
MC: Neema Moraveji
Eshu: Mimi Jung
Voice: Gregory Riches
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